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Judy’s Getting Married

Judy Doesn’t Live Here Anymore

(CL Bledsoe with Michael Gushue)

(CL Bledsoe with Michael Gushue)

Judy promised her book club she’d
show them how it was done. So, the bridal
registry was at DARPA. On the invite list
were the raccoons that had once saved
Judy’s life. The priest was a sentient cactus
from the planet Neptune, but everyone just
thought he needed a shave. A mysterious
trench-coated poodle sat in the back
and never spoke. Everyone had a beard.
The groom, Earl, slept through the vows.
There was a point Judy was trying to make.
Anarchy not anxiety. Body armor. Grenades
not bouquets. Queen's wedding march
from Flash Gordon, because. Lightning
crashed outside as her father arrived to stop
everything. "He's not good enough for you,
Judy!" he shouted. She put a hand on his arm.
"Sometimes you've got to fuck shit up, Dad.
It's the only way forward." Earl woke up in time
to say I do. Judy's father cried. The poodle
snuck out. Judy left Earl at the open bar.
Everything was in his name. “Are you happy?”
asked a Valkyrie, her maid of honor. Judy
laughed, “I give it 18 months. After that,
you’re going to see the chum hit the fan.”

No longer tolerating her husband’s
borderline abuse, Judy tells him
to man up and step across that line,
which he does while telling her that
lines were invented by white people,
who identified as men and don't exist
in nature. The whole thing is an example
of the failings of fifth wave -- or whichever
one you’re surfing -- feminism, he says.
From there, she takes him to a cliff
and pushes him off telling him to fly
like a beagle, which he does. She meets
a guy named Cliff in a bar somewhere
outside of Tampico. He says, “This
could be the beginning of a beautiful
two- and half-hour relationship.” Judy
throws him through the window into
a stand of cholla cacti she planted
there years ago, for this very reason.
All of this is a lesson in adaptability
and planning ahead, Cliff mansplains
in a morphine-soaked voice
on the way to the hospital. When
the ambulance stops at a red light,
she jumps out into the street. Judy has
a moment, standing there. A man
drives up in a sports car, red paint
job, and red, bald scalp. Judy hops in,
because of the song playing in her brain.
Don’t bother judging Judy, she’s light
years into the swirling, heady cosmos
of her own making, an Uberfrau, while
you’re a speck in the rear view. Judy,
now driving alone in the red Testarossa,
decides to Thelma and Louise it
into the Grand Canyon, the perfect
end to the perfect Western she’s dreamed
into the real. She goes over the edge,
and the car ascends into the skies
on condor wings. What happens next?!
Will a grateful nation give Judy
the Smithsonian as a reward? Will she
succeed in her hostile takeover of the diet
supplement and hair care industries? Are her
last thoughts as the plunge begins, "I know
how to ride this down--I've been doing it
my whole life."? Only Judy knows for sure.
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Judy Judy Judy
(CL Bledsoe with Michael Gushue)

Judy opens a café for left-handed
people with mild to severe depression.
Inside, everything is legal, including
raging power chords from the hallways
of evangelical colleges everywhere.
Judy’s café isn’t an oasis. It’s a cell
with a two-drink (green tea) minimum.
Every Friday night when they're not
on tour or in jail, her band, Judy Judy Judy
and the Castrating Bitches, plays
an acoustic set, with free snacks and drinks.
On a break between sets, Judy and the band
infiltrated the judicial branch of government.
We’re going to have a field day, Judy says.
Back in the café, zombies are trying to get in
without paying the cover. The bouncers—
dead ringers for Michelle Rodriquez and
Sam Elliot—spin them around three times
and send them back to the picket lines.
When they take the stage again, Judy grabs
the mic. “It’s time to blow it up. Ready?
One two, one two three four…”
Regardless of whether she knew what was next
or not, that was Judy’s career personal best.
The explosion was in Judy comprehensibly immense.
It blew the world from 1950 right into this century.
After, we still didn't have jetpacks. But our teeth
were perfect. We could sit anywhere
on the bus we wanted. Judy set off
on a victory tour. Some people say
she's coming to your town any day now.
Some people say a whole lot of things.
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Judy Lost In Space
(CL Bledsoe with Michael Gushue)

After a particularly useful therapy session, Judy decided there was no
hope for any of us anymore. Which is fine though inconvenient. She
packed her most valuable things into a cardboard suitcase, including her meat thermometer that could also tell the future, her hat
that she hoped would fit someday if her head would ever quit retaining water, and her picture of a random stranger grinning on a bus
right before the bus crashed. Judy used to bonk Elon Musk, and he
stole all his best ideas from things she said in her sleep. That’s why
she went, instead, to China to hitch a ride to the dark side of the
moon. She hoped there would be no Pink Floyd fans, and if there
were, they'd keep it down and keep to themselves. Turns out the Chinese didn’t want to go to the moon. That was a ruse. They really
wanted to build the world’s biggest moon bounce. Judy threatened to
hold a combo Pink Floyd/Toto festival in the Forbidden City, an
event prophesied to bring about the heat death of the universe. The
Chinese relented. Judy turned the moon bounce into an elevator, a
glass booth with running water and internet access.
The second to last floor was 999. Last floor: The Moon. Stepping off,
Judy put her bags down, shocked. It was like the Republican National Convention. nothing but white as far as she could see. Judy
sighed as she and her bags began to drift away into space. What was
she going to tell her therapist next session?

Author Bio’s
CL Bledsoe & Michael Gushue
Raised on a rice and catfish farm in eastern Arkansas, CL Bledsoe is the
author of more than 20 books, including the poetry collections ,Riceland,
Trashcans in Love, and his newest, Grief Bacon, as well as the NecroFiles novel series and the flash fiction collection, Ray's Sea World.
Bledsoe co-writes the humor blog How to Even, with Michael Gushue
located here: https://medium.com/@howtoeven and by himself here:
https://medium.com/@clbledsoe Bledsoe lives in northern Virginia with
his daughter.
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NOTEWORTHY

THE SQUIRREL DOES NOT KNOW

(Zach Klebaner)

(Zach Klebaner)

I want to be a shot of whisky
a tab of LSD
or a magic mushroom growing
in the wild.

The squirrel does not know
that it is an acorn
— instead, it merely dreams
of having it

I want to merge with the Divine
in acts of Lust and Love
like a poetic porn star
with the stamina of a septillion horses.

While the imaginary clock ticks on
inviting Death’s grand impersonation
into these quarters, this little place
of ours

I seek to see the sublime
whilst sitting still
I seek to hold Heaven in my hands
I seek to strip clothes and conditions

Where worries crowd
and melt the clouds
of our dream’s logic
into the ground of our reality

To pop skyward like polyamorous roman candles
to be brightly brewed and to bob in and out
of whimsical waters
to pen a pretty page in the book of history.

Like a sadistic purge
of all animation
— there, discipline becomes a lost toy
and a tricky freedom shadow

To shower upon our nasty narrative
like cancer’s rain.
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(Zach Klebaner)

The dream is to waste this life
in sweet days of wild wonder
that run on like magical sentences
through the fields of what lay forgotten.

THIS BED IS A SITE OF WAR
(Zach Klebaner)

This bed is a site of war
but the clouds are calling
like a kinky conundrum
that beats on in this tambourine heart
through every endeavor
of sweetness and striving.

The dream is to waste this life
like a beatnik or a hippy
doing the things that I truly care for
while somehow sustaining.
The dream is to waste this life
with you
and her
and him
and everyone there ever was
by my side
like a crowd cheering
with cherries protruding
from their lips.

This bed is a site of war
but I am a soldier
carrying the past’s pistol
and these brave bullets are ready
to be blasted out into their enemy
sitting still somewhere over this hill.

The dream is to waste this life
under Fibonacci trees
whilst intoxicating myself
on the thunder of my thoughts.

This bed is a site of war
many battles have been fought here
with guns, grand grenades
and furious flamethrowers.
Many more will be fought here
upon this bed, this saintly site of war.

The dream is to waste this life
lolli-gagging like a loser
in this racing planet
of broken buffoons and cracked comrades.

Viral Creativity

The dream is to waste this life
all till we reach that hilarious end
over Heaven’s horizon
standing
like a lover in wait
for us, the broken buffoons
the cracked comrades of time forgotten.

(Zach Klebaner)

in us all
an amorphous message awaits—
go and find
your explosion of light
in an electric night
of distention
go and find
the atlas of your heart
go and find altimetry lurking like a dynasty of
dreams.

Author Bio’s
Zach Klebaner
Zach Klebaner is a filmmaker, poet, and
comedian who holds a B.A. in Film from
Hofstra University.
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Black on Black

Silver

(Winston Plowes)

(Winston Plowes)

On the days
she wrote with black ink
on black paper
she had the most to say

Welcome to the silver-plated truth
prising apart the wet

When her waterman
pen drank heavily
from the square-sided glass bottle
and stroked the page
with its truth
And if I tuned in
and held her photograph
with one hand
I could read the words
with the other
Lift their meanings
from the dark silence
let their music soak into my skin
and fill the whorls and grooves
of my fingerprints

The white bellied swarf of the moon
shivering cold and bright
An arc of wishes, flick of light
a time travelling arrow
Weightless white fissure of crystal
in a blue sea of quartz,
the pale swirl inside
the world of a marble
Last supper on saint’s plates
splinter of freedom
This is a final wish
a first kiss
a promise
This my friend
is a fish

The Backs of Innumerable Heads
Written from the back row of a poetry reading
(Winston Plowes)

A flourish from a rheumatoid hooked hand
plasters down remaining strands.
Amongst hair that’s unnaturally brunette,
amongst hair that’s naturally blonde and
glasses with striped zebra arms.
The scar traversing the parietal bone
Is unfashionably ten minutes late.
Abercrombie collar up and scarf
walked through the park.
White t-shirt with a bed feather epaulet
left without the bus fare.

Red neckerchief
that doesn’t match.
Green pashmina
chosen so it does.

Black hair in a bun.
Grey strands banding paisley.
Silver coils over snood
or a number three all over.
Clipped, gripped and tied
or absconding over clavicles.
Tweed cap with yellow flecks
can’t keep his eyes off necks in front.
Hand embroidered sequined fish
swim between her shoulder blades.
Salt and pepper tousled over ruddy jowls.
They sat politely
on black plywood chairs.
Arses shifting cheek to cheek.
Watching words tipple from lips.
Listening to the dark
draw down.
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Author Bio’s
Winston Plowes
Winston Plowes shares his floating
home in Calderdale UK with his
seventeen-year-old
cat, Sausage. He
teaches creative
writing in schools,
universities and to
local groups while
she dreams of Mouseland. His latest collection, Tales from the Tachograph was published jointly with
Gaia Holmes in 2018 by Calder Valley Poetry.

Author Bio’s
Ben Nardolilli
Ben Nardolilli currently lives in
New York City. His work has appeared in Perigee Magazine, Red Fez, Danse
Macabre, The 22 Magazine, Quail Bell Magazine, Elimae, The
Northampton Review, Local Train
Magazine, The Minetta Review, and
Yes Poetry. He blogs
at mirrorsponge.blogspot.com and
is trying to publish a novel.
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Unwilling to Settle

Dying Grants

(Ben Nardolilli)

(Ben Nardolilli)

To shake it up, leave, the currents
of the current century embedded in our cloverleafs
mean that the regulations of matter
exempt the man-made islands
with a false flag of progress no other planet accepts

Here is where you finally do yourself a favor,
After some minor solicitation there will be an email
Letting you know about the illness,
And how you can get the necessary art out of it

Get your hands on a boat, one night,
look to the stars in international waters and
surrender
your naivety before this nativity
of sailor time and captain find,
receive only, sprinkle out no constellations
Shake out your lids and by day shake the iris
of every plant with noticeable blooms,
once pollinated, knock on doors for a commission,
if anyone opens, convince them
there is no room in the room they room in
I Tried to Beat the Devil Too Many Times
Magic, neurology, and Norse culture
weave together in today’s top memes, where
will it end?
I want one century, one culture, one dream
each coming in through separate lenses and
sluices,
the integrity of every epoch maintained
Instead, another potpourri assembles,
it gathers and erases every attempt at epoch and
era,
ignoring the foundations of the genre,
come, let’s try and defend the Phoenicians, the
last
people the present hasn’t tried to remix

Once you land there, there will be no guide,
Rumors emanating from history can be a school,
Whatever you set about doing
The work may or may not have a market waiting
With life clarified and parsed of the people
Who function moderately on visits to your tower,
You can focus on those assigned
To streamline access to flesh, bone, and mouth
What you lived will then be taught, not
As destruction, but as details shaped in mourning
During part of a landmark pseudo-holiday,
Your acts of reconstruction, retrofitting memory
Do Your Best Change the Subject
Something always keeps irrevocably ruining
the fact I just gained,
call it reality, maybe that’s what reality always is,
I wake up, feel I have
an understanding of a given situation,
then through the day it vanishes,
not because of confidence rising to meet a challenge
But because I find the contours of the precious fact
falling to the side in the face
of myriad challenges and no defense is ready,
whatever I say to counter is unnoticed
or the syntax is broken,
provided I know, or think I know what to say
in the first place of the space of a reply
Such a bother, a piece of the foundation
I thought I could count on has dropped into the
abyss,
how to argue with the evidence,
or find a way to cut the evidence off and go ahead?
even a timid piece of criticism
cancels out the audio I thought I had,
time to go swimming amidst the waters of myth
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Point of Entry Impacts
(Ben Nardolilli)

Surveillance is being simplified all around me,
The cameras are coming down,
The passwords and usernames are expiring,
While agencies disband, one after the other
I look to the sky and helicopters are landing,
Leaving clear skies above,
Every dark window in an official car
Is now transparent with waving passengers
Across the intersection, I enter the station,
There is no metal detector to walk through,
I try to pick a train to explore
But stop myself before going on board
I turn around by the board and notice a crowd
Looking at me, waiting for my decision,
Licking their lips as if in anticipation
Of judging wherever I chose to go on vacation.

At random I pick the city of brotherly love,
Philadelphia, where all doors open,
But I stop again before I begin boarding
A voice calls out to me: I do not deserve to leave.

https://www.planetproductionsandmore.com
The official online retail site of Belladonna Literary Arts
Magazine.
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If I Only Knew Now What I Knew Then

If We’re Lucky

(E. Martin Pedersen)

(E. Martin Pedersen)

We should get wiser
We should get smarter
Benefit from experience
Learn to do things
All that shit's on YouTube now
Most of what you knew is false
You had your facts wrong, pal
Misspoken and mistaken
Truth's a good story
Yet a bad joke
You can't even remember
The punchline being
You were better at 20
When the world filled your heart
Bursting with wonderment.

The old folk’s home cannot go broke
As long as the carp swim under the bridge
Where would the gray squirrels go
Without the Valley Oak trees to run up?
At Christmas when families gather
The residents put dolls in front of their doors
We ran the world, the dolls say
Now we play memory games, the custodians say
Dress up for the monthly party like 50 years ago
When we were newlyweds, belle and beau
Popcorn at the movies every night
We’re falling to pieces; please let us cry
No, don’t. Put a bench under the gazebo
So we can argue with the jay birds.

Author’s Bio
E. Martin Pedersen
E. Martin Pedersen, originally
from San Francisco, has lived
for 40 years in eastern Sicily
where he teaches English at
the local university. His poetry
has appeared most recently in

Ginosko Literary Journal, Abstract Magazine, Neologism
Poetry Journal, Poesis, Thirteen Myna Birds. Martin is an alum of the Squaw
Valley Community of Writers. His collection of haiku, Bitter Pills, has just come out. He blogs at:
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Leaving the Church
(E. Martin Pedersen)

You hypocrites!
You preaching-not-practicing phonies!
You say you care but don't have the courage
to risk your nails getting broken!
You complacent elitist social club!

I am outa here.
so out.
Light a candle for my new car
Pass me the non-dairy creamer
Yuyuyu, that's a good one
We need volunteers, more
Did you hear
she aborted, dear
I am outa here.
so out.

Organ felt in the feet
The Doxology
The Prayer of Confession
The Reading of Poetry
The Thought for the Week
Story of the Month
(waiting for benediction)
(passing notes to brothers)
Shake hands quietly
Shuffle out slowly
Coffee and donuts
Order from chaos
In the car back up the hill
Catch the news from the lake
In time for baseball and potato salad
Still carrying the odor
Of the peace of the centuries
Long after I leave the church.
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Do you know yourself enough?
(Sukanya Basu Mallik)

That crease on your all time favourite outfit, Did you notice?
Or did you miss it?
Is it really your favourite then?
That corner of your room,
Which you didn't clean since time immemorial, And yet it
preserves the artwork the 5year old you proudly drew!
You say you like staying updated about this world,
But what about this room that keeps awaiting your love because it kept you safe while you transitioned from
a toddler to a grown-up who does not just walk but also sleeps alone these days?
Did you fail to notice?
Or did you just not wish to?
What about your very own hands?
Your fingers?
The ones that keep texting tirelessly in hopes of non monologue replies?
The lines of your palms?
You say they're connected to some people, some instances, some fates and some things that do not even
make any sense, at all.
But do you even know your palms well enough?
Are you sure that you'd not be confused when presented with a number of photos of similar palms, with not
one set that's yours?
Do you know yourself enough to now seek the world?
Do you?
Or are you just another jack,
Who knows all the trades just quite enough and yet not enough....

Because if you ignore the world within like you did with
the world around...
That too will come crashing down,
Very soon,
Much like how the exterior is currently suffering ....
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What we do to nature
(Sukanya Basu Mallik)

Not sure if it is the corona,
Or if it is my copious poetic vision,
But from where I observe,
The colour of the sky has altered,
The water of the creeks have relinquished their crystal clear
shine,
The glow of the magnificent moon has faded,
& The sun now has a silhouette.
There's a shadow everywhere,
All around this planet,
A shrug of all things bad,
Over the sleeves of the good,
A dusty membrane of mankind's bad deeds,
Over nature's elegant foliage,
And this will now remain forever!

What we do to nature is like a scratch on a thermal paper,
The one they use for printing bills,
If you scratch it once,
The imprints will remain,
Remain forever!
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For all you do is talk!
(Sukanya Basu Mallik)

The earth that birthed you, You buried her under your very own feet, cracks rising from the blistering heat...
The air that echoed in your laughter, You snatched the joy from that wind!
Do you deserve to smile?
Animals all innocent that cease to be without even knowing why
You proudly put lives into danger, They lose
what's theirs, But yours? You fight...
It’s in your decency,
In your good human blood and your ability
to stand upright,
That you return to nature's benevolence with your exploitation...
What’s the big scheme to save yourself from your shadow?
Is it the magic formula that hasn't been created?
Or the biodiesel that isn’t sold? Talking matures nothing, Yet all you do is talk!
Because you can't let your car be and instead take a foot walk, For all you do is
talk!
For all you do is talk!
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Author’s Bio
Sukanya Basu Mallik
Sukanya Basu Mallik is an undergraduate student
researcher, social entrepreneur, multi-genre author, and film and book critic. Having published in
various journals, magazines, and anthologies nationally and internationally, she's released two books of her own. Currently, she is
running an online literature festival which is one of its kind. She has
been recognized by six media houses for her initiative during quarantine period. Willing to take it up further she is looking for sponsors who are ready to work for like-minded cause.
Her works can be seen on Reader’s Digest, Times of India, Sahitya
Akademi Bimonthly Journal, Lucidity Int. Poetry Journal, SEAL
(South East Asian Literature) festival anthologies and AIPF Int. Anthology (Austin International Poetry Festival).
Crowned with The Best Manuscript Awards for fiction & non-fiction
categories (Mumbai Litofest, Literature Festival 2018), she was also appreciated for her short story ‘Healing of wounds’ by National
Children’s Literature Festival led by eminent author, Ruskin Bond.
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The Briefness in our Stories

Love. Living alone is like the Rome falling

(AM Kamaal)

On our heads in our sleep in our home.
I grew up to stand to myself the way
Strength stood firmly to my mother's mind.

And
oh yes, the Lord—through
your mother—says to please forgive
your mother for the years she spent
praying herself childless.

She prays just as she prayed yesterday
Against the briefness of everything she loved.
She prays me infiniteness in everything

—Patricia Smith.

I lay my hands upon. I am jinxed, she said,
Blaming herself of the lives she refused
Spending with only her shadow.

I, like my mother, am African.
At the age of two, I owned coaxing,
Packed it roughly well beside my cries.

I watch as the dulcetn0ess in her words
Winds away…………..0 like ephemerality. She
said
I am a lagniappe given to her by God

And my mother was once a storyteller
Of how she met her smiles. Of how brief
Their love story was like seasons. She

For her lengthy devotion to briefnesses.
I, like my mother, grow exhausted
Of expectations. We want a tuneful voice

Also loved caressing whatever I smile at
Even if it is something so hurting
As hell to her angrier emotions.

Lilts around the hearing of our home.
We want the offing of lastingness in
This backyard we used, zinging ourselves.

The story I am about to tell briefly goes,
And goes like immigration. It goes,
And goes back to where it all began.

I, like my mother, want the petrichor
Of this briefness in love, family, and gladness
Smells strongly weak, and brief like laughter.

The water on my lips, and the kisses on
My feelings were brewed with one-sided
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BEYOND
(AM Kamaal)

I do love how my own memories linger
On my head like the first impression
She made upon me. I have a great
Heart. Or so they said. Or so I believed.
It doctors both my bothers, and the faith
On my will. It clothes my tongue
With words as winged, and meritorious
As a poet's reasoning with words.
I can work the world to strong exhaustion
To avoid affording to live alone like
The departed nest of the chirping birds.
I can walk across the globe like languages,
All alone like truth, than to live
With the memories of the times she laughed
At my jokes, made me tea, & yelled at me
In my bed oversleeping. Than to live
All alone after accumulating with devotion
What is almost impossible to cast away
Like habits.
I am better off chiming out loud within my fortress
Than singing for the shadow of a ghost

Author’s Bio

Unseen on my plastered walls of dark longings.

AM Kamaal

I have fears, and I think you should, too.
I think I have more to discover about me,
AM Kamaal is a Nigerian poet and writer. When he's not
writing, he reads Ezra Pound, and Jericho Brown, listens to
Àyìnlá Ọmọwúrà
songs, and watches
Hollywood.

About us, about the world, about the loneliness
I have so feared the way the wind fears
Calming down. I love, and can live with,
How my own memories linger
On my head like that first impression

You made upon me!
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A Poem with Thousand Secrecies.

The ellipses in His voice is the true meaning
Of my life, and there is always a place to find
solace,
And I find mine on the ideal mind of my roommates.
Praying for you is a blessing I always prayed
for.
Baltasar Gracian is my friend. I love but reading
The straightforwardness in between lines, and
deeds.
Deeds are mathematical. God counts your ways
Of life the way accounting counts our sweat at
noon.
Let me be a kid in your lap, God, I want to escape
To childhood where crying out loud, and wide
Is strength. Where silence, and the experiences
Unknown are the most precious things I could
have.
Where the hands of life are as open as the
hearts
Of my people. Where naked lies hoofing
around
Are just another lies in the history of deception.

(AM Kamaal)

There is a land on my heart for the people
Of the people; a land so plain as a pink lip,
So fertile as days on the feminine stomach.
I used my heart to love the days on my back
The way seeds use a land to spread, and stretch
Their joints to youthfulness, to nourishment.
My hands are the abattoir of appreciation, my
Hands soaked with blood the way the kind is
Whelmed in dealing with her audio silence. I
Am a name in every man's tongue, but my body
Contains different fleshes from different bodies.
There is one on my head to whom I wail quietly;
One on my shoulder to whom my head backed.
How do I twist the tongue suffering from language?
The times ahead of me taught me to be a kid,
For childhood is the only apartment you could
hide
Your smirks, and cries. You could hide yourself
And give the world a voice created by muteness.
I don't know my way to prayer, but I do to God;
Ellipsis almost steals my name, or so I thought:
I am what God bothered not to talk about in
scriptures;
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Night colours

Seasons

(Eduard Schmidt-Zorner)

(Eduard Schmidt-Zorner)

Red, dispersed by the wind
Ten thousand petals
fall into the river...
are flames.
Fire in the green disarray.

Short hot Siberian summer,
lush, aromatic, wild and opulent,
cranberries of the Tundra in abundance
their bitter taste for a nomad's sustenance
complimenting nut-tasting mushrooms.

My purple cry permeates into
the luminous power of night,
rotten wood glows and bitter roses
bloom like your attentive lips,
thoughts true as the rain.

A boat inches along the river shore
slowly through the morning mist.
An open plain, riverside forest as home
where reindeers whirl like a maelstrom
to move from summer to winter pastures.

Dancing in cloudy waves,
gloomy violet of the evening.
Sun pressed into a formula,
insoluble in the whirl of reality.
Grey weaving, passionate.

Dinner is waiting for the herders
in the pointed yurts.
The feet are hurting, the bones.
After fat soup, curd and salted tea
the herdsman dozes off into a dream.

The pale window-cross of the moon,
the blue light of the graveyards
shine in the puddles and
the barmy glow
reddens the pale gardens.

October, snowfall, incessantly,
ice wind, frozen landscape,
threatening horizon,
endless monochrome expanse,
birds pecking the last fruit of the trees.

How blind they are,
the houses, the glistening streets,
how numerous they are
and narrow, exuberant,
those stone leaflets.

I stack firewood at the log cabin wall
and close the door to meditate.
Soon ice lets everything solidify.
Trees as snapshots, rivers as still life,
frozen in months-long persistence.
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Mother Volga

Paris, subdivided

(Eduard Schmidt-Zorner)

(Eduard Schmidt-Zorner)

Volga habitat, Kalmyk-Land,
haslet and salted milk tea.
The Volga ends as ancient sea.
Heather steppe, expand.
Sailed to Nishni Novgorod,
music on board,
broke the grey bread
with salted butter
over river water.
Lost villages appear in intervals.
Orchards, sheds with ripe apples
and thatched roofs.
Gilded onion spires, chimes resound,
the horses’ hoofs
on steppe’s sounding board.
Warm silent summer afternoons.
An old snapshot,
colourful, in black and white.
Setting sun at eventide.
Fine sand driven over bleakness
by eternal steppe winds.
Silence - I seek this.
Meanders of the Volga reclaim new land
for the delta full of pelicans and eagles.
The song of the barge haulers,
on waves lost tree trunks scend.
Corsac fox meets rosy starling
between steppe grass,
on sky triangle of wild ducks,
playfully otters hunting.
Water from northern forests
feeds vast lotus fields.
Caspian Sea, a vast expanse.
What was my happiest year
on the Volga banks?
What was her name again?

Twisted like a licorice wheel
are the arrondissements,
like a round dance
a merry-go-ground,
a reel
one eight seven
two six three
four five eight,
twenty in number,
and a biotope each,
a quarter or ghetto.
Venerable, grey facades
decayed, fleeting,
weathered, weather beaten,
the metro stations as a bracket
the lines that seem
to hold everything together.
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Time for a poem in Dublin
(Eduard Schmidt-Zorner)
He is a famous street poet of the 60s
and still alive, he did not dive,
wears still the scarf around his neck
in a mischievous way
and has a look like Steinbeck.
I asked him if he ever read Baudelaire:
frozen real solid got he
wouldn’t answer me.

Author’s Bio
Eduard Schmidt-Zorner
Eduard Schmidt-Zorner is a translator and
writer of poetry, haibun, haiku and short
stories.

He goes through a book,
photographs of poets mostly.
He is not in there.
He began too late and lived too long
in small rooms drinking whiskey
and avoiding the landlady.
I am no Camus but it bothers me to see
the halfwits making hay
out of tragicomedy says he.
There is only one place
ALONE
with a typewriter or a keyboard.
Because the writers of the street
get their soul sucked out by idiots.
They all want to kill your creativity.
The poem is carefully typed, not an error.
Double-spaced the words.
It’s a horrible one, it speaks of the terror
and some tragedy
in the 19th century.

He writes in
four languages: English, French,
Spanish and
German and
holds workshops on
Japanese
and Chinese
style poetry and prose.
Schmidt-Zorner is a member of four writer
groups in Ireland and lives in County Kerry,
Ireland, for more than 25 years and is a
proud Irish citizen, born in Germany.
He is published in 88 anthologies, literary
journals and broadsheets in USA, UK, Ireland, Japan, Sweden, Italy, Bangladesh, India, France, Mauritius, Nigeria and Canada.
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Marshfowl

The Moose

(Jack Dempster)

(Jack Dempster)

The circle is complete, the visions have
dissipated, all things are silent.

This desolate land of darksome low fens
is where I wander. On a rocky shore,
in a white spruce grove, a great rutting roar
I let loose, then with girth profound I bend
down to strip my horns of velvet. Cliffs of red
sandstone rise above me, soaked in amber
evening light. I am a hoary rambler

Let us
rest at pondside, far
from sorrow. The flight is done,
the journey is over.
.
Let us on these western tidal flats
nest, watching marsh marigolds
float
amongst pickerelweed.

of these gloomy woods: fat, thick and well-fed
on twigs, bark and buds. My dewlap swings
as I approach the water; I frighten
a beaver to splash ‘way into twilight.
As an owl hoots and the cicadas sing,
and as Hecate shrouds the world in darkness,
I gaze o’er the landscape’s swampy starkness –

Thro’ the wavering willows drifts faery dust,
sparkling
like
gems
in the void.
Helios fierily illumines
the sandy shore and warms our feathers.
Be still, now, and quiet the mind.
Let cosmical dreams like mystical anemones
bloom in thy mind,
let Heaven’s nectar drip oozing
thro’ thy veins.
The circle is complete, the visions have
dissipated, all things are silent.
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Owl
( Jack Dempster)

III
I deny the light. Into darkness
I
soar, putting pinion to black air, caressing
the wings of other dimensions. Sky
above, take me! I shall
'cross the immense
landscapes of the universe take feather,
vanishing into lucid astral fire.

I
Thro’ nightstill woods I pass,
where fireflies splay light ‘pon
darkening meadows –
I am a great hunter, yet on this eve no bones
will I break, nor flesh devour,
with no corpses shall I my gullet fill,
no guts shall I hungrily spill –

In ecstasy I shall ken the Beloved,
in worship of Nature and of the Beyond.

I am entranced in strange spell,
enshrouded in bloody chaos magick –
My master is the one who dresses the land
in garb of mysterious resplendence.
She, She guides my feathers, she calls my name –
O! She singeth!
Her voice riseth on the wind,
summoning me to the ancient grove;
I must fly –

Author’s Bio
Jack Demster
Jack Dempster is a Toronto folk poet,
musician and editor. He’s been published for Metro To-

II
The wild winds of the Tao
are all about
me. My senses, even in this sea
of darkness and
black foliage, perceive new depths,
penetrating other worlds than these;

ronto’s Poetry Challenge (haiku), and
in Wunderlit Magazine,
Former People, The
Town Crier, Jam &
Sand, Gnashing
Teeth, Of Poets and
Frenchmen (chapbook)
and Juniper – A Poetry
Journal.

staring into ancients
portal, then diving thro’
with swift speed.
Lustral Hecate calleth me forth,
bidding me near, drawing I
into a misty, forgotten realm….
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Dear readers,
It is with great excitement and pleasure that I welcome you to the first edition of Belladonna Literary Arts Magazine. My name is Brandy Kellams. As
Editor-in-Chief, I will be working to provide thought provoking art for your
growth and stimulation. The publisher, James F. Miller II and I want to invite
readers to join us each quarter as we mine humanity for outstanding art.
B.L.A.M. is the brainchild of Miller. He conceived the idea while we were in
college. A literary journal mixed with news sounded like a great adventure,
but at the time, all those years ago, I could not see how it would work. He
brought it up from time to time since and finally, two years ago, he called and
informed me that it is time. Since then it has been a journey of soaking up as
much knowledge as possible.
During these trying times, art is a prime way to feed the mind and soul. Our
first issue shows writers and artists from around the globe. Hearing their different voices lamenting the same human emotions through different cultures,
environments and situations, displays the connection we all have on this
earth. Through our words, photographs, brush strokes, sculptures and more,
the artists of the world will chronicle our times, as always.

Fantasy is hardly an escape from reality. It’s a way of understanding it.
– Lloyd Alexander
Stained into these pages you will find an array of poetry and art that will
tickle your brain. My goal is to tease your minds each quarter with deep
thoughts and beautiful memories. Please enjoy yourself with B.L.A.M. Let her
be a source of comfort and solace.
Brandy Kellams
Editor-in-Chief
Belladonna Literary Arts Magazine
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I wait for them here.

Elephant soul

(Rosa Arlotto)

(Rosa Arlotto)

They do the same thing every day
There will only be reports
That April has been cold
That it will rain
That there will be rain and more flooding.
I am hoping for mysteries
I am hoping to spit a poem.
I am always wasting my time
Their talk is all of rare diseases
And sudden death.
Still I wait for them here: poems that is.
If I can lend a ear
My aunt, my cousin
And the women I know so little of
Women growing old
Not seeming to care about that.
We tried, o we tried
When we meet, you remember
Family reunions, marriage, separations
Leaving of men

Rain falls erratic in the forest
The tick jungle is as green as it can be
Trees march forward
Laying down their leaves.
There were night when he taught her eyes
black as charcoal
were kindling from ashes.
He never expected such submission
He never experienced such dedition
before.
The wind swells the silence
Her body moves
glides…
ebbs…
She puts him through the test
The whole of him
In the mirror of her ruin
He doesn’t resist
When the flames envelope him
He
Accedes.
He wants her, he does
Dissolved, in spirit
In the shadow
Of her soul
He takes her.

Where we have been, what we have done
Killing nostalgia with coffee and Sambuca.
The best I can do
Is maintain the routine visits
Because I do not have to mend it
As if I could avoid this
Torment assailing the same every time.
What can I do to love them
Would they care to select a book
Everything I have done all told
Poems repeated again and again.
Maybe it is I who went out of style
But it doesn’t satisfy
It’s like a meal without protein
My reading the words.
The most I can do is keep forward
Keep steady pace,
The most they can do is turn to me
Hold each other
Bound in their caring
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Reconciliation
(Rosa Arlotto)
I am riding a streetcar
Turning a corner
There is a new graffiti on the wall
And here?
The sign says reconciliation
That the word reconciliation invades my mind
I smile each time the graffiti appears in sight
I can’t be this happy
Writing does this to me.
Watch carefully
This could be reveling day!
Bye bye things will work out
But we conform, we conform
Who knows?
The spirit is between homes.
When the train attendant
Waves to inspect me
I say hello.
Time should have no meaning
Who doesn’t love a flame?
But you forget how to play

Author’s Bio
Rosa Arlotto
Rosa Arlotto graduated from UofT
Erindale College in languages.
She is the author of a novel The
Maestro and Margherita on ebook, publisher: R. L.Hartley.
The novel is also available in paperback on Lulu. Rosa has also published
two books of poetry, Record of a Modern Heart and Flower of Poison by
Publish America. Her works can often
be found in an online quarterly magazine Literary Heist.

Well that is the awareness of you.
It is the age,
The song done over.
It’s finished already
Or almost
But on my return to my place
In the crushed street, the night wind
The first star in the sky frightens me.
Desperately free, desperately I don t know
what
I see your soulful eyes
And this still one still you still me
Loses me for days.
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Understanding Pandemic’s Truth

Two Sides of the Same Coin

(Linda Imbler)

(Linda Imbler)

Ill-prepared for gloom,
and the seep of murk.
The awful bound of somber shades
and unmoving lightlessness.
The stygian, sterile fail of a mental sarcophagus.
Emotions shivery in a sunless morn.
The vague memory of used up relevance.

A small child afraid of the dark,
the non-cowering spires
of his smoke-screen,
to guard him from monsters,
under the bed,
in the closet,
at the window.
All the while,
also visualizing the protector
at his back,
the one who built that screen.

Carry not a creed of ignorance.
Not all is worthwhile.
There are incontrovertible truths,
known by most,
that those who read it as delphic
scramble in an attempt to perceive missing pieces,
that lack of facts strewn across desert-like expanses.
No use sealing the door
through which ignorance may flow,
while still leaving the walls as they are,
until you are so desperate for air and life.
No use disturbing routine,
Unlimited trapping,
no nostrum to cure the ennui.
Grasp each dream,
and turn it,
like a Rubik’s cube
to bring truth and light to your life.

This same youth of more years,
feeling the great impulse
of the future,
burning in the labyrinth
where whirring machines
of the soul scream from within.
Desiring glorious gains,
hoping occasions will arise
beyond the calmness
of an ordinary life.
At the corner where he stands,
only for the asking,
new life stories enchant,
and dreams become
clothed in shameless glory.
A teen rejoicing
in the billowing paradise
of an all-night outing.
The same child,
formerly in his mirrored crib,
presently within his mirrored car,
two sides of the same coin.
His past egos
remembered in our hearts.
Two who remind us
to never make it wrong to dream.
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ISBNs A-F-I-R-E
(Linda Imbler)

The words have been abandoned,
the legacy of those who dreamed in German, Mandarin,
thousands of other languages,
each magnificent with its own special tongue and vernacular.
Destroyed by living, breathing
yet non-thinking/feeling drones,
their present servitude secured
they, unwholesomely fettered.
Children playing with matches?
Our centuries of vision piled and gone in a few short hours.
The innocence of all ages marched
into the labyrinth darknesses
of a string of conflagrations.
From:
the exaggerated circumstances of fiction,
when the world offered daring,
writers sharing their minds and hearts with invention
To:
all the e.e. cummings aspirants holding their pencil,
having a word with the absurd
To:
non-fiction accounts by documentarians who wrote of giants and
things we could learn from enemies
Misunderstood great truths weaved in and out of
the pigtails of itchier arguments

Ash strewn as far as one dared to look
across a ghastly wasteland
Stories of strengths and weaknesses,
once exhaled by inky breath across paper landscapes,
the print conclusion of many tales
blown by a blistering of gale
into modern day Aeolian,
but without the harps.
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The Self-Winding Penitentiary Clock
(Linda Imbler)

A dying plant upon the windowsill,
the scent of lilacs having been forgotten,
while in the thrall of the hypnotic monitor.
You store your heart in a secret box,
tear off remnants to feed the hungry,
confined within.
Neurons dancing in a pitch black room,
and somewhere behind your eyes,
a sizzling pan of burnt dreams.
Reminding me of that novel by McCoy,
“They Shoot Horses, Don’t They?”

Author’s Bio

Within your house is seen the bruise
of broken door hinges,
of no consequence you’re going nowhere.

Linda Imbler
Linda Imbler
has six published poetry
collections and
one hybrid
ebook of short
fiction and poetry. She is a
Kansas-based Pushcart
Prize and Best of the Net Nominee. More information can be
found
at lindaspoetryblog.blogspot.com.

You feel the fear of an old enemy,
once seen as a familiar.
A serpent with a honey filled mouth,
and peppermint breath,
smiling broadly as he tightens his grip.
A broken watch hung from strained wrists,
but upon the wall,
the swift pace of clock hands,
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JOURNEY

REGRETS

(Edward Lee)

(Edward Lee)

The streets between my veins
are littered with dead ends.
Strangers constantly
lose their way,
get turned around,
forget where their journey began,
where it is meant to end;

First breaths
and last breaths,
the life lived in-between
peppered with regrets,
so many regrets,

so many, it's a wonder
we have time
to breathe
at all.

I know of what I speak,
always a stranger to myself,
even in those hours when silence
is my only companion,
only gaining a vague familiarity
when my scuffed shoes
splash in freshly-spilled blood,
creating a trail I can return to
when I reach the conclusion
of another night.

ALONE
(Edward Lee)

The cleansing touch
of falling snow
on the land
belies the chaos it causes
to traffic and livelihoods,
old folks and the homeless;
there's a lesson there,
maybe a moral, if I was willing
to search for it,
which I might do
as soon as I finish
making this family of snow-shapes
in my neighbor's garden,
the snow in my own garden
refusing to settle
for reasons no sky can explain to me
no matter how long I stand, silently listening,
the empty bed awaiting me - all that
awaits me - as white and life-changing
as the snow freezing my indelicate hands.
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AFTERMATH
(Edward Lee)

The nighttime truth of us
had no chance
in the light of day,
the truth of vows
disguised as lies
in the unseeing dark
all too apparent
in the all-seeing eye
of the sun;
that is what happened to us,
I tell myself
as empty nights
stretch themselves wide
with loneliness, the shards
of broken vows pinning me
to the little life
I have been left
in the aftermath of discovery.

Author’s Bio
Edward Lee
Edward Lee's poetry, short stories, nonfiction and photography have been published in magazines in Ireland, England
and America, including The Stinging Fly,
Skylight 47, Acumen and Smiths
Knoll. His debut poetry collection
"Playing Poohsticks On Ha'Penny Bridge"
was published in 2010. He is currently
working towards a second collection.
He also makes musical noise under the
names Ayahuasca Collective, Lewis
Milne, Orson Carroll, Blinded Architect,
Lego Figures Fighting, and Pale Blond
Boy.
His blog/website can be found at https://
edwardmlee.wordpress.com
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quietly relock the doors and windows
(Gary Lundy)

stand too close to the mirror for these times. where might those others more affected find solace. children at a greater distance dance in spring snowstorm. what might my parent have said about this pandemic. were they still around. so far none i know save one a victim. that one recovering. even when taking care grows lax. texts from various friends. just checking in. and change charges straight ahead
whether we like it or not. this morning sleep tracks dirt into every room. the eroticism of absence and
silence. whether agreed upon or not. last night they thanked you for loving them. even at the agreed upon distance. earlier snow now spring sunlight. when was the last time we took a long luxurious shower
or bath. not since all the body hair returned to break the spell. stop to correct a page accidently folded
over.

improvement now a fear charged term
(Gary Lundy)

definitions splayed near hospital entrances. is there a cut off date on when to pack it all in. we have been
meaning to write to them. but the expiration date passed months ago. and who would want to spoil the
distance separating. an artist i know now paints beautiful images and designs on canvas shoes. none in
our size. mass hysteria is a growing concern. interruptions have apparently gone on vacation. now that
roads and highways mostly free of traffic. what sort of figure would you make crawling out of the undercurrent of hopelessness. we still smoke too much. but how can that matter under these circumstances. several i know work now from home. enjoy the unrestricted visits to the kitchen for snacks. they still
grapple with the unrestricted question of gender. as married to genital public ownership. another you
cautiously steps over the line of no possible return. simply by trying to get said what can't be said. they
find it impossible to believe that we ever passed as one of them. yet since you survived we must have.
wash the sleep out of your eyes. no wonder we keep walking into doors and walls. as mountains southwest of here introduce an until now unrecognized fault line to the tune of six point five. into the night.

on this day we struggle against the sense of strings attached
(Gary Lundy)

to the body of that lie existence finally is. puppets of our own singular sense of mastery. a mystery of
voices powered through a single speaker. you want to admit that because of their absence. which echoes
through the small apartment. your long hours of quarantine is full of boisterous laughter. a moaning
quiet time. adds up to enough. but of course it's not. and they all know it. we want to enjoy the smell of
their infrequently washed armpits. things have a way of flowing back and forth in the unoccupied mind
set. sip coffee and play cards using a collection of saved bookmarks. they grew alarmed wondering why
you would ever mark up any book. underlining those passages of what at the time generated interest.
outside an occasional bird sings. then takes wing. conspiracy the new religion. as clearly empty of facts
as those older ones. now dead to all but those so frightened by the deterioration of the personally physical. stream another used up television series.
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i don't ever remember feeling less than we are
(Gary Lundy)

nor filled with the confidence and promise you've always carried. a safe bet is that no one has ever found
it possible to know us. not even when it was you erasing our body in your driving hot desire. playing
with dolls as a child. in hiding. perhaps sitting in the conjoined closet floor. the room my sister lived in.
joined the room where those older two parents quietly made love. we can't imagine such selfless grace. a
fact you pushed into us over and over. sometimes more often than nightly. at least until they grew bored.
lost interest. and pushed you away. caught up in what you might accept as accurate memories. for me
the thrill thrived when confusion overwhelmed our sense of safety in belonging. never mind all of their
errancies. the rest was at least for a period of time put off. you work to destruct narrative and description. at least as far as our language and imagination makes possible. treading water in a vacuous awaiting nothing. you return to the often repeated story. work hard to dissuade us. stare through until invisible prolongs. return again maybe this time all the way through.

looking at them we realize how chapped they've become
(Gary Lundy)

so much time on our hands. you remember with embarrassment how others after shaking hands would
remark how soft they were. well that's no longer the problem. the real difficulty has to do with flying
away. perching on a telephone line. or weak branch of a tree or bush. the only positive they can derive
from this. to be able to shit on passing cars or people. where the hell did that come from. this is what
happens when time moves in and naps on the old worn out couch. yesterday they shaved everything off
their face. it had been a long time. barely recognizing the stranger staring back. but you left the mustache and small clump of hair under the lower lip. maybe it's good to meet yourself accidently. having a
tangible reason for being surprised by where we've ended up. jazz piano occasions ripples of comfort.

notes sliding up and down land once in a
while on an elongating rest. and that's it.
the sustaining surprise when discovering
you are someone else entirely. a neighbor
who lives a couple thousand miles away
wants us to call them. their need for a
familiar voice. this unconstrained urgency
was birthed the morning after the day
their lover died unexpectedly. how to explain that oxygen while distributed equally means differently depending upon the
terrain and distance. vertical and horizontal displacement. write a sentence containing only nothing important. the masks
worn in vibrant array of colors. i figure
they're just anxious about getting curbside
service right.

Author’s Bio
Gary Lundy
Gary Lundy's poems
have appeared most
recently in The BeZine, Defunkt Magazine, Ethel, The Collidescope, The McKinley Review, Filling
Station, Shark Reef, and Anti-Heroin
Chic. each room echoes absence,
was released by FootHills Publishing
(March 2018). Gary is a retired Eng-
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Trapped

BROKEN

(Mark L. Sheets)

(Mark L. Sheets)

Racing thoughts, a screaming mind.
None understand, they haven't the time.
Pushing away the things I hold dear.
Path of destruction, the way is clear.
Fought for what I wanted, then threw it away.
Have to silence the madness, it's the only way.
I hate the darkness, that clouds my mind.
Lash out at everything, leave them blind.
Only way to protect you, was tell you goodbye.
Save you from my madness, my life my lie.
No matter how much I love you, it had to end.
I can’t deal with my demons, my past visiting
again.
Drink away my pain, hurt who I love.
The more you helped, the more I shoved.
Better to forget me, and walk away.
Find your happiness, a better day.
You can't help me, change comes from within.
I need the silence, for healing to begin.
I look for distractions, to calm my mind.
Trapped in the cycle, no way to unbind.
The bottom is coming, that much is clear.
I can't take you through it, I love you my dear.
The lost person inside me, their strength my goal.
I hope someday you forgive me, for the hurt to

He hurt her in ways she can never explain.
Pent up her sadness, hid her pain.
Broke her heart, damaged her soul.
Locked in her mind, peace her goal.
Walking through life becoming numb.
Building a wall, access for none.
Anytime it's loosened, a brick broken free.
Fear takes over, leaves madness that be.
Love is a fantasy, for her it doesn't exist.
She wants it so badly, can't see through the mist.
Trapped in a cage, her thoughts her mind.
Never trusting again, nothing is kind.
She starts to get close she pushes away.
Thoughts overwhelmed ruling her day.
Running from anything that touches her heart.
She won't let you get close, she won't even start.
You can't help her no matter your goal
No one but no one touches her soul.
Broken Chains

Questions

The life you want can't exist. the way you choose
to live.
To have forever standing in front of you and toss
it away.
From your palms through your fingers it slips
away.
Back to a life you know unhappy and unfulfilled.
The laughter and love we shared a fantasy killed.
I hope you find the path that brings joy to your
heart.
I hope you find the strength to fight and let your
healing start.
I wish I was the man worth you fighting for.
I wish we were enough to make your soul soar.
Broken Chains

(Mark L. Sheets)

Do you feel the pain in the depth of your soul.
Wanting a life you can't live. No matter your goal.
A life of hurt and sorrow. controlling your mind.
A path you can't turn from. actions you can't
bind.
I can see down deep the person you want to be.
Controlled by your demons. to blinded to see.
You start to fight the past then turn and run
away.
Too scared to break the chains. To start a new
day.
No strength to fight. fear controls what you give.
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Heaven and Hell
(Mark L. Sheets)

A life so full of pain, no choice but to endure.
trouble lurks at each corner, no way to be sure.
You feel you can't go on, there's just nothing left.
Life has stolen you blind, that's the greatest theft.
You don't know what to do, all confused inside.
Your mind running circles, nowhere left to hide.
Everyone's turned against you, as they have before.
Your soul is longing to be free, just let it soar.
Heaven or Hell, you don't know for which you’re bound.
I pray it's Heaven, I've been through Hell on the ground.
Broken Chains

Eternal Night
(Mark L. Sheets)

Standing on the edge of forever, staring into the depths of my soul.
Heart that never stops bleeding, at the love that took its toll.
Mind that can't find peace, no answers to be found.
Death is in my prayers, a love crushed in the ground.
Nothing left but sadness, the memories haunt my dreams.
Body trembles in anger, now fear has broke the seams.
A love that lasts forever, the lies that everyone is told.
Demons fill the space, that your love has turned so cold.
Stuck inside the dark places, without a glimmer of light.
No hope left inside me, condemned to this eternal night.
Broken Chains

Author’s Bio

Mark L. Sheets

Mark L. Sheets was born in a rural farm community in northeast Indiana in the early 1970s.
He grew up in a household with four brothers
learning the value of hard work, hard play, respect, loyalty, honesty, and love. He has always
been a dreamer and gets lost in his thoughts.
H,e has been writing since his youth. His
mother loved reading and named him after
Mark Twain. He and his son own and operate a
light excavation business in the community he
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The National Contradiction
(Parker Melton)

Is it naive to dream,
Of a unity for man.
Is the light of hope such a distant gleam,
That the idea of sovereignty is a fools plan.

Author’s Bio

We have set out on a rigorous expedition,
The map framed by our fathers,
A life of liberty or death the juxposition,
With lesser destinations we shall not bother.

Parker Melton
Parker K. Melton A young American
creative,
Melton’s
works are
presented
in various
mediums,
primarily
the digital.
However,
in the sporadic nature of inspiration, the content and form may
shift and change as curiosity leads
the way. Through a series of very
disconnected, varied influences, his
style is an adolescent phenomena
only time and experience will explain. Melton primarily focuses on
the development of digital forms of
art in the expression of computer
development, or using computer
language to create things some may
view artistically. Although, when
away from the keyboard, he has
been known to indulge in writing in
a more classical sense. Poetry,

Along the way we lost our guide,
And we couldn't see the stars.
And so with the map defied,
We could no longer stride so far.
We split on our own paths,
We planned on reuniting at the end.
We would tell tales in the aftermath,
And we would all once again call each other
friend.
But the trip was not so kind,
We lost many on the trek.
So when it was each other we would find,
The meeting was a wreck.
We decided on a new code.
It was forged along the way.
Into the fabric it would be sewed.
And this is what it would say.
In the land of the free,
Home of the brave,
We settle trouble with fees,
Or simply rest on the graves.
I don't cry for peace,
I don't cry for revolution,
I cry for the meek,
And the death of a great institution.
The frame lay broken,
The glass cracked and shattered,
The leaders traded us for tokens,
And thus the people scattered.
It should be no surprise to what brought the end.
It was us, but then again it sounds better if we say
them
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BOOK REVIEW
No Home In This World
by Kevin Crowe
Paperback, 68 pages, Short Stories
Published June 12th 2020 by Fly on the Wall Press
ISBN 9781913211141
Review by Paul Robert Mullen, Poet, Author and Editor:
This is an extremely stirring collection of stories by Kevin Crowe, a lifelong social activist
and champion of LGBTQ rights. I began with the intention of reading just one story per day,
but ended up reading it from cover to cover within two hours, such was my intrigue at his
handling of such weighty themes.
And when I say weighty, I really do mean heavy. The opening story, 'The Roots Of Their
Raising' is a very unsettling account of unintentional incest - a story of failed parenting and
eventual adoption, not really knowing one's identity, and the eventual heartbreak of realising you have been complicit in an incestual relationship without intent or consent. Gail, the
'sister' in the story is very volatile, and it's no wonder when you realise her background. The
scary thing is that this has probably happened many times within society, leaving lasting
psychological and emotional scars.
Crowe also explores the complex issue of asylum, and the horrors of homophobia in intolerant nations. His story 'No Home In This World' is a sad depiction of genuine asylum seekers, punished for their sexuality, falling through the net. A very penetrating story, that reeks
of injustice and corruption. Power is a frightening weapon in the hands of sycophants, and
the final line of the story, "His enslavement felt all the worse for having tasted the sweetness
of freedom", rings such a shrill bell of realisation that it almost stings.
'Moonlight Sonata' is Crowe's denouncement of the futility of war; the devastation, the brutality, the lasting horror. It is nice to see a positive ending for people whose lives had been
shattered. 'No Smoke Without Fire' is a tense and sensitive tale of a teacher wrapped up in
sexual assault allegations against a minor. Crowe demonstrates the vulture culture that we
live in - how an accusation can become truth if it is framed well enough. Terrifying when
all is considered, and gripping in its pacey narrative.
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BOOK REVIEW
<—-CONTINUED—->

No Home In This World
by Kevin Crowe
Paperback, 68 pages, Short Stories
Published June 12th 2020 by Fly on the Wall Press
ISBN 9781913211141

In his story 'The Dinner', Crowe tackles yet another controversial theme, this
time historical: slavery and racism. His clever manipulation of history to highlight the inhumanity of slavery is refreshing, especially when the "prig" within
the tale is slighted by his own ignorance. It turns out to be a most gratifying
story for a reader seething at the treatment the master's "negro". The final story, 'Texan Condoms', is yet another poignant reflection - possibly autobiographical - of the terror of the AIDS pandemic, and how gay men in the 70's
and 80's were at particular risk of losing their lives to this killer disease in the
name of hedonism. I guess the protagonist here - author or not - got lucky.
Crowe handles this story with great dignity, and for me, it was the standout
contribution to this extremely rousing collection. Kevin Crowe is a writer with
moral sense and virtue.

Yet another excellent release from Fly on The Wall Press - truly a publisher
with conscience.
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BOOK SPOTLIGHT
Not Human Enough for the Census
Erik Fuhrer
Poetry. 78 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-578-61381-9
Images by Kimberly Androlowicz

An ode to apocalypse as anthem for the environment, Not Human Enough for the Census
sees nature as a protoganist fighting to change humanity by exposing its absurdity. This
collection finds both beauty in decay and hope in our mistakes.
the treebutchers made 20 hits a day
their hands calloused
like the bark
they eat twigs
consuming their kills
cannibalism is a thin red line
especially when the treebutchers
began to sprout
leaves from their eyes
the treebutchers read
ionesco's the rhinoceros
as they brush
the leaves
out of their line of vision
though it is hard to read when your entire eye is in the shade
christ is
believed
to have told hypocrites
to cast out the beam

from their own eye
before casting the dust
out of their brother’s eye
so the treebutchers begin to blow in each other's eyes
but the leaves continue to sprout
one of the treebutchers manages
to read Ionesco's entire play
through the side of their eye
and turns into a squirrel
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BOOK SPOTLIGHT
<—-CONTINUED—->

Not Human Enough for the Census
Erik Fuhrer
the treebutchers beg it
to clear the leaves
from their eyes with its teeth
but it climbs a tree instead
when they cut it down
the squirrel bites them
in the fingers instead
then runs away
(p77-78, ‘not human enough for the census’ by Erik Fuhrer, Vegetarian Alcoholic Press)

Author Biography:
Erik Fuhrer (@Erikfuhrer) is a poet, artist, collaborator, and educator. With his wife, the
painter Kimberly Androlowicz, he is co-collaborator of not human enough for the census (Vegetarian Alcoholic Press, 2019) and in which I take myself hostage (Spuyten Duyvil Press, forthcoming 2020).
Erik is the author of 3 additional poetry collections, all of which leverage poetic erasure: every time you die (Alien Buddha Press, 2019), which includes art by Marcel
Herms,VOS (Yavanika Press, 2019), which includes redacted digital collages by the author, and At Root (Alien Buddha Press, 2020), which includes digital art by the author.

His work has been a finalist for Survision's Inaugural James Tate Chapbook Prize, and has
been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, Best Microfictions, and Best of the Net.
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from

from

"The Woman in an Imaginary Painting"

"The Woman in an Imaginary Painting"

(Tom Montag)

(Tom Montag)

What did she have
for breakfast, we

A finger could trace
the shadow's curve.

wonder, and what
will she have for

She wouldn't flinch.
The light would sing.

lunch? How did she
sleep last night? What

from

will she do this
afternoon? We

(Tom Montag)

don't know. We can
never know. The

The line of her

artist did not
think to tell us

divides her world --

and the woman
in the painting

light from darkness,

at this moment
has nothing she

soft curve from the hard

wishes to say.

edge of things,

"The Woman in an Imaginary Painting"

symmetry

shadow from color,

mourning from

from

the silence

"The Woman in an Imaginary Painting"
(Tom Montag)

it brings. An angel

I look
and think
I see her

glows through her,
She cannot know that,

and think
what I see
is her

of course, yet
the artist saw it.

and think
what I think
is seeing her.

You will see it too.
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from

from

"The Woman in an Imaginary Painting"

"The Woman in an Imaginary Painting"

(Tom Montaq)

(Tom Montaq)

It is another
world she inhabits

The line of her
symmetry
divides her world --

and the light of it
comes to us through

light from darkness,
shadow from color,
soft curve from the hard

her eyes. That blue
could be the sky.

edge of things,
mourning from
the silence

It could be a storm
blown out over
the ocean. It could
be the last bit

it brings. An angel
glows through her,
She cannot know that,

of cerulean
the artist ever

of course, yet
the artist saw it.
You will see it too.

wants to paint.
It could be the truth.

Author’s Bio
Tom Montag
Tom Montag's books of poetry include: Making Hay & Other Poems;

Middle Ground; The Big Book of Ben Zen; In This Place: Selected Poems 1982-2013; This Wrecked World; The Miles No
One Wants; Imagination's Place; Love Poems; and Seventy at Seventy. His poem 'Lecturing
My Daughter in Her First Fall Rain' has been permanently incorporated into the design of the Milwaukee Convention Center. He blogs at The Middlewesterner. With David Graham he recently coedited Local News: Poetry About Small Towns.
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ভাল খবৰ
গুণ মৰাণ
ভালৰৰা ভাল খবৰৰবাৰ
পেটৰ েৰা ওলাই আহিৰলই খুব ভয় লাৰে
বতাৰি শুহিৰল
উৰুৱাই হিব
জুৰয় শুহিৰল

েুহৰ ভষ্ম কহৰব
োিীৰয় শুহিৰল
উটু ৱাই হিব
মাটিত েহৰৰল
উইৰয় খাব
ভাল খবৰৰবাৰৰ অিুেহিহতত
পবয়া খবৰৰবাৰৰ পোৰজই েজাহল পমহলৰে
হিিঁ তৰ িংস্পৰ্শত
জীৱৰেষ্ঠৰ পেি-মি কলুহিত হি েহৰৰে
অৰৰ্ি কষ্ট আৰু তযােৰ হবহিময়ত
ভাল খবৰ এটাৰ প্ৰাহি িয়
অথচ ভাল খবৰৰ প্ৰচাৰ প্ৰিাৰ কহৰৰলই
বায়বীয় জুই একুৰা জ্বহল উৰে
পিই জুইত েগ্ধ হিৰয়া মই
মাৰজ- িমৰয় ভাল খবৰ হবতৰণ কৰৰাঁ
প্ৰৰ্ংিাৰ বাৰব িিয়
ভালৰ িুহেিৰ কামিা কহৰৰি বযক্ত কৰৰাঁ

মই মহৰৰলও িমাজখি কুৰ্ৰল থাকক
িুি িমাৰজ িময়ত

GOOD NEWS
(Guna Moran)
(Translator : Bibekananda Choudhury)
Feel worried
in breaking the news
that are better than the best
Fear that
It’d be
blown away by the wind
burnt to ashes by the fire
swept away by water
if it reached their ears
eaten up by termites
if it reaches the ground
In the absence of the good news
The bad news have been
Making mountains out of a molehill
Coming to their contact
The mind n body of the best of beast
have turned polluted
In exchange of
Immense effort and sacrifice
A good news is obtained
Still
Once you circulate and broadcast
a good news
an aerial fire gets ignited
even after getting singed in that flame
I try to deliver good news
once in a while
not for receiving accolades
just as a prayer for better days
Let the people remain hale and hearty
A healthy society
in due course
would beget many a ones nobler than I

পমাতককও পেষ্ঠজিক েুিৰ ভূ হমষ্ঠ কহৰব

Author’s Bio
Guna Moran
Guna Moran is an Assamese poet and critic. He
lives in Assam, India. His poems are being published in various international magazines, journals, webzines and anthologies.
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the wind do all the talking.
(Nebula)

“The history of the cosmos,” the old wind blows
“goes something like this…”
Before time itself, a black wheel began to grind
providing a framework for even the parts of the plan that seem chaotic.
Innumerable fine particles began to emerge with primary and secondary particles.
Red blue, alive, dead. The unexpected final gift
was consciousness in the form of flesh,
A life devoted to fragility. With no discernible plot but survival and no discernible
paradise but love.
In tedious slow motion the consciousness-within its bone castle began to explore the ground beneath its feet; formed a language to convey the
“shiny” “soil” ;cracked open innumerable particles to find the essence of
heaven and earth to be , unchangeable
as had been foretold. Love,
is a strange notion if one is trying to avoid the concept of attraction, the
collision of two orbits at a particular point in time is built from specific outpourings of evolutionary habit.
Everything is everlasting ecstasy, my sweetheart.

A terrifying encounter with chaos
(Nebula)

they say
some things are better experienced than described,
sunsets, love, and murmurations of birds. That won’t stop me trying. Imagine a pale blue dot. That’s the sky. Imagine the sunshine,
crazy as a loon. Imagine
the melody of the slowly fading light over the monastery of New York City’s rooftops and
a pair of skylarks skimming the atmosphere dodging near-earth asteroids. . When they change
direction, their wings snap back like a tightly wound whip.
The bidrs sing a song
Of the angel of love who came out the void on cosmic forces, to remind us There’s good
life in these volatile compounds and higher order Activity.
The wind knows, oh the highs it’s been on!
It knows the depths of the tree of life better than any one of us. This
creature that imagines moving
and moves.
This Intelligence may indicate a singularity.
A place where all intelligence derives.
We’ve arrived again at the imagination. The One part of the world that when cut
bleeds blue.
This revelation won’t make much sense but certainly its upper atmosphere is moving fast enough to escape terminal velocity,
it moves
with a daily rotation through all heavenly bodies and fields in the form of a bright meditation, a cosmic
imagination.
Out of which swims
a vast array of
peculiar creatures.
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Wake up and smell the lavender
(Nebula)
The ice cream truck bell
rang. All the kids ran out into the street.
A resonant wave phenomenon. All
the kids ran out into the street
to chase down the oncoming light,
unhappy childhoods forgotten.
These are not mechanical parts, but butterfly eggs. And out the eggs comes the lunatic, the mystery man, the prophet, printed on the wing.
They made a statue
out of the notion of “chaotic organisms”
but fear and love were always destined to play a central role.
All the kids ran out into the street,
Mysteries of the universe be damned,
to follow the ice cream truck bell that sings: “Out here you have anything you need! You
can be whoever you want to be!”
Somehow both seem possible to complete.
And all the kids run out into the street yelling back
“Could we go to space, could we fly to heaven?”
I had a dream it would end this way.
A heavenly farm embroidered in architecture and careening flowers and
the smiling embrace of the childlike wonder

In the Name of Love
(Nebula)

Insert unspoken worlds of comfort.
To whom I love. I said, I love you
It had to be you
who knew the secrets of evolution before the rest of the human race.
Next Page,
You, who knows the modulations of waves without even identifying them by name.
You, the source of sunlight in the bedroom.
A still truth.
An actual infinite individual.
Bib ba dee bop! I think about you,
in the long run, all my prose and poetry are consumed
with how Loving you has rewritten the self-nature of
my blood cells. You
say mine are the most beautiful eyes you have ever seen
but Let me tell you of the infinite mysteries I have danced with all night in your eyes,
The source of all CREATIVITY
wondrous, perfect and conscious.
Eyes that say “wake up,
Come along with me on this path down Emancipation Road.”
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Let it shine like a light.
(Nebula)
What a dark day for America, but
It’s alright, it’s alright, we can still on go.
I’d rather live in this world with you, than stay in mine alone,
filled with nothing but the blues. Its revolution then?
We forgot we’re part of one human race.
To business then.
I’m always thinking of you.
There’s so many better worlds to live in than without you in
mine
alone. You’re not listening in the moment, but you’re listening. We’re not broken. We are not broken. I care not what
the other lions are whispering.
All I want to hear is you roar of rebellion
And purr in my ear all night.
Every love song on the radio sounds like it was written for us.
Isn’t that right?

Author’s Bio
Nebula
Nebula (also known as Nebula and the Velvet Queen) is a cosmic love
poet and theremin player. Her work has been described “as captivating from start to finish” and “like nothing I’ve ever heard before.”
Based in Bushwick, New York, Nebula is the founder of the Ladyjams
Collective which runs a monthly poetry salon at CultPartyNYC, a
witches’ coven in Bushwick. She is a member of the Brooklyn Wildlife
Collective in Greenpoint and last year, performed poetry extensively
on the NY indie scene including the Brooklyn Wildlife Summer Festival, the NY Poetry Festival on Governors Island, and Bushwick Open
Studios. She is a member of the Unruly Collective and the DigiAna
Collective.
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Writing for the Sensible
(Patricia Walsh)

Please Don’t Be Wearing Makeup
(Patricia Walsh)

Writing for the sensible, no gimcrack jokes
perfume outliving its time, not to complain,
this heavy bass underscores the hard beginning,
learning to smile under orders abates.

The adolescent door slammed in a childlike face,
overwhelmed expectations censured wholeheartedly
the purposeful demotion being like with friends
passionate near find feathers meting punishment.

The untranslated repetition, solo work cutting ties
stonewalled through brick, not caring, do you?
Stuffed in attic rooms a liar’s disposition,
intended hurt doesn’t cut as freely as would might.

Squirrelling rubbish into a burning fake
threat of rain stilled this childish play,
the sardonic joke, over the boys’ liking
promised not to go near them, under umbrage.

Kissed into a coma, this synthetic music
cleaning into acceptance, getting more mature,
cast-off calumny hiding from the normal
this real damn weather perfects the newer stupid.

Overdressed for Mass, gold over taffeta
the pain of association hardens with spite
this local joke, curled up in the sexualised
solitary disco broached, not missing much.

The crack in the sky, the blue above all else,
watching the security working, hitting the floor,
handling the disturbance like a professional,
gaining a weight through more congratulations.

Perfected dance moves, pirouetting the bedroom,
this beautiful words cuts down the entertainment
under pain of a certain death, tow the line
enough time to play with, with such like.

Watching scenes of crimes over eyebrowed death,
circular construction kicked into touch,
not wishing to be spoken to ever again,
photoshopped starvation cooked to a frenzy.

The surreptitious makeup, the reddened lips
too obvious for some, for others a joke.
Intra-learning through glaring error, over into care
married off to an idiot, thinking about it.

Exiting where expected, on final rung of desecration
earning money from the first instance, running scared,
joy of getting things right, to be left alone
seen over scam churning itself ever free.

Really overdoing things, singing in accents
worse for wear, ground up the wrong way.
Times and places for everything still abate
the unexpected finish burning cosmetics away.

Check out Planet Productions Poetry’s Official Online Retailer for merch and more!!!
https://www.planetproductionsandmore.com
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Without a Shadow of Certainty
(Patricia Walsh)

Unequal in age, played with nonetheless
getting to know the unutterable pardon.
Good enough for Jehovah, spoken under tones
sworn by nicely, peaking to high heaven,
thanked for listening to these dry statements.

Author’s Bio
Patricia Walsh
Patricia Walsh was born and raised
in the parish of Mourneabbey, Co
Cork. Her first collection of poetry
titled, Continuity Errors, was published in 2010, and a novel titled the
Quest for Lost Éire, in 2014. Her poetry has been published in Southword; Narrator International; Third
Point Press, Revival Journal; Seventh Quarry; Hesterglock Press; The
Quarryman; Unlikely Stories; and
Otherwise Engaged. A further collection of poetry, titled Outstanding
Balance, is scheduled for publication
in June of 2020. She was the featured poet in the inaugural edition of
Fishbowl Magazine, and is a regular
attendee at the O Bheal poetry night
in Cork city.

Times behind schedule, called upon to seethe
ceremonious pawing flatten the election,
scandal over the times when it really suffices,
no right to be touched, caustically remembered
coming out as attractive complicates friendship.
Keeping both eyes open, scurrying past censure,
being fed to the gills with cheaper cuts,
this weightlessness attributed to the feeding frenzy
the taking of longer walks objectivistic sanity
hard work over talent always burgeoning same.
One dedicated to a solitary call, examining
what remains to be seen, on the dotted clock
stricture of form asking for more payment
drinking into a whiz on an astrophysicist’s lament
recording sadness another way to take notes.
Processed cheese, requiring some failures,
attacked under pressure, coming from the left.
Enjoying your company, needing some intelligence.
Cracking on knuckles a solution in philosophy,
breezing through the vehicle illegally parked.

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON & BARNES
& NOBLE!! GHOST IN THE REFLECTION-LETTERS TO ERIN BY POET
JAMES F. MILLER II, BUY YOUR
COPY TODAY AND MAKE A WRITER’S DAY, LEAVE A REVIEW!!
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Clearing Out

For J.

(Sherre Vernon)

after Marvin Bell’s “To Dorothy”
(Sherre Vernon)

Again, I am unstuck in time, showing up just before it all turns
to shit. The little cousins are laughing on the
stairs, and nearby
someone’s baking. There is sunlight through the
mottled glass.

You are not my love, entirely.
You are my love, tirelessly.
You are these cooljade earrings set
angular against my jaw and two thumbs
pressed hard into the aching arches
of my feet. We agree on so little: our
daughter’s name, the majesty of the lonely

I try to interrupt you, riotous and loud, throwing
pairs of spades
on the table, knocking over drinks. I want to say,
sit with me
in this, this is the last of us, before we are packing
only the books

hawk who makes a home in the tree
just beyond the yard. It has been so long since
your voice has traced the switchbacks
and mountaintunnels of these words, though
once we travelled them together. There was
no wedding dance, no bridesilk. When I say
yesterday I mean all the days before it, back
to the beginning, beyond the field blooming
yellow, before coyotes and oleander, and
through them, too. There are days I wish only

you tell me are worth saving. Before I contemplate a bottle
opener, its heft in my hand and its usefulness,
when we leave
so much behind. Before we are stuck in gridlock,
wondering

to be alone. And some days I wish for salt rose,
for a seaside love that angers angels, for a quiet
mulberry sweeping the day. But no matter
how I wish it, you are not an afternoon
park bench or a moonlit oath, but a tree
so full of oranges I forget sometimes
to taste them, hot coffee on a summer day,
the tattered book that shows up on my bedside
table, folded open on the side of the tub, snug
between the car door and my hand
tracing along the passenger seat.

who else finds irony in the strings of Christmas
lights
winding around the long-haulers, how just as it
all
seems hopeless, you start humming a song I’ve
forgotten.

Author’s Bio
Sherre Vernon
Sherre Vernon is an educator, a seeker of a mystical
grammar, and a 2019 recipient of the Parent-Writer
Fellowship at MVICW. She has two award-winning
chapbooks: Green Ink Wings (prose) and The Name is
Perilous (poetry). Readers describe Sherre’s work as
heartbreaking, richly layered, lyrical and intelligent.
To read more of her work visit
www.sherrevernon.com/publications
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Quieting the Scream
(Ann Christine Tabaka)

Battling the Fire Within
(Ann Christine Tabaka)

SCREAM!
Within my head I hear the scream.
It reverberates through my entire body.
Shaken,
I fall prey to the darkness.
Fear,
it is a deadly foe that I must conquer.
But, who in this lifetime rises above fear?

Gated fire in her chest.
Screams plummet
into eternal void.
Shoestring dangled hope,
overhead,
out of reach.
Finality, a fainting gasp.
Falling backwards,
eyes closed.
Tumbling,
deep chasmed fear faces depression.
Chattering voices split the night.
Swallowed,
silence slithers back into its hole.
The despair of circling birds,
lost among downed wings.
Never sorrow.
Never joy.
Battling the fire within,
apathy wins out.

I had a scare.
I said a prayer.
I dodged the bullet.
Cancer – such an ugly word.
Dripping with foreboding and dread.
The very word is gut-wrenching.
The end is always nearest
when the end is not desired.
Finally free from chains of doubt,
encroaching years steal us away.
And though my eyes no longer see,
my heart beats even stronger.
I am tired of being who I am.
I want to be somebody else.
So I embark upon a journey
searching for my truth.
Where the scream will no longer
hold its power over me.
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Maybe
(Ann Christine Tabaka)

Pretty Little Lies
(Ann Christine Tabaka)

And what did I send you,
on the day you left?
Was that my letter you held in your hand?
Was it my words that you were reading?
I did not have anything else to tell you.
I did not have anything else to say,
as you stepped out the door,
leaving yesterday behind.
You thanked me for the gift,
then walked away,
never looking back to see the tears.
Maybe I did not try hard enough.
Maybe it was my fault.
Maybe is such an encompassing word.
Maybe life caught me off guard.
But, maybe you could have tried a little harder too.
Just maybe.

Truth beaten to a pulp.
Lies hung out to dry,
waving in the breeze for all to see.
Bleached white by the frayed masses.
One by one they fall.
Washed in the blood of many,
who could not find the way.
Tomorrow is a yesterday
that never happened.
A page is turned,
a page is torn out from
the book of facts.
Half believing black is white,
many seek a different path.
Setting sun is now the rising moon.
Heads turned,
eyes shut,
we wander.
Lost souls among the damned.
Plucking treasures
from golden clouds above.
All while wading through a mire
of pretty little lies.
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The Door that would not Open
(Ann Christine Tabaka)

Hand reaching out for truth.
a truth that stretches
beyond what we know.
Penetrating that which we feel.
Integrating desires with reality.

I always wanted to be
something that I was not,
that I could not be.

There stands the incarnation
of countless forbidden lives.
Living, yet not living.
Wishing for what cannot be.
Never opening the door.

Poems that are unpublished
and songs that are unsung,
as the day drizzles on.

Time that is unyielding
and tears that are unshed,
as pain deepens.
Reflections of my mind
float above turbulent water,
transfixed in a sea of doubt.
Fog engulfing all.
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WILL BE RELEASED ON
_______________, 2020. ITS THEME WILL BE ——————, THE
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS WINDOW WILL START ———-2020
AND CLOSE ———-2020. ISSUE 2 WILL FEATURE THE WORKS
OF POET ISABELLE KENYON AND ARTIST ————- ALONG SIDE
CHOSEN SUBMISSIONS. ALSO FEATURED WILL BE INTERVIEWS WITH ———, ————-, AND —————.
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Ruth Sisson
Ruth has always been drawn to art, starting as a small girl with a box of
crayons and eventually favoring a paintbrush. Oil painting, while listening
to music, has become her own effective therapy over the years. She encourages anyone with an interest to just give it a shot. There is much joy to be
found through exploration, within and without.

Canopy

Ruth Sisson
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Open Highway

Nebula

Ruth Sisson

Ruth Sisson
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Redemption

Sin

Ruth Sisson

Ruth Sisson
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Suffering in Silence

Ruth Sisson
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Pain of Love

Ruth Sisson
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Learning to Walk

Carl Scharwath
Carl Scharwath, has appeared globally with 150+ journals selecting
his poetry, short stories, interviews, essays, plays or art photography
(His photography was featured on the cover of 6 literary journals.)
Two poetry books 'Journey To Become Forgotten' (Kind of a
Hurricane Press).and 'Abandoned' (ScarsTv) have been published.
His first photography book was recently published by Praxis. Carl is
the art editor for Minute Magazine, poetry editor for TL Publishing
Group, a competitive runner and 2nd degree black- belt in
Taekwondo.
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Peace

Island Resting
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Faceless Angel

Broken Heart
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Tonight, I Am Sorry
‘(Un)Revealed Series

Edward Lee
Edward Lee's poetry, short stories, non-fiction and photography have been published in magazines in
Ireland, England and America, including The Stinging Fly, Skylight 47, Acumen and Smiths Knoll. His
debut poetry collection "Playing Poohsticks On Ha'Penny Bridge" was published in 2010. He is currently
working towards a second collection.
He also makes musical noise under the names Ayahuasca Collective, Lewis Milne, Orson Carroll, Blinded
Architect, Lego Figures Fighting, and Pale Blond Boy.
His blog/website can be found at https://edwardmlee.wordpress.com
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We Lose
Ourselves
‘(Un)Revealed Series
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Look At Me
‘(Un)Revealed Series
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Remembering Drowning
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Break Me
‘(Un)Revealed Series
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